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Safety File contents for the waste

Two aspects shall be addressed in the Safety File: 

 The waste produced during the life-cycle (installation/upgrade, 

commissioning, maintenance and operation). 

 The dismantling of the facility and disposal of the components of the 

machine at the end of life time.

For conventional and radioactive waste.



Safety File contents: conventional waste

According to the LSAs, the project shall establish the inventory of

conventional waste and chemical waste (i.e. estimation of annual quantity of

waste produced, per category).

The estimate shall be done by category and total mass or volume, detailing

to which phase of the life cycle of the project it corresponds.

Category of conventional waste: 

http://gs-dep.web.cern.ch/en/Waste/What_goes_where

Category of chemical waste: 

http://gs-dep.web.cern.ch/en/Waste/Chemical_waste

SMB-SC-LS is responsible for the collection, disposal, transport, selection

and elimination of conventional waste. They ensure:

• Regular collection for small quantities,

• Collection on request (to be paid by the requestor) for large quantities or

certain category of waste.

http://gs-dep.web.cern.ch/en/Waste/What_goes_where
http://gs-dep.web.cern.ch/en/Waste/Chemical_waste


Forecasts for conventional waste for LIU-PSB, LIU-PS

Are there any conventional/chemical waste for  the LIU-PSB and  LIU-PS ? 

If so, please fill in the Excel file attached to the presentation:



“Disposal of radioactive material

Any radioactive equipment for which no future use is identified must be 

considered as a radioactive waste and must be transferred to the 

radioactive waste treatment centre. In order to arrange for proper storage 

and facilitate the elimination of the waste, the equipment responsible for the 

project must inform the HSE-RP group as early as possible and provide to 

the best of his/her knowledge information on the waste generated. The 

required specifications are the type of item, the quantity, the type of 

material (chemical composition), geometrical information (dimension, 

mass, volume) the radiological information (history of irradiation, 

cooling time when applicable, etc.).”

(extract from the global LIU LSA, EDMS 1255075, 2012)

Safety File contents: radioactive waste



Forecasts for radioactive waste and material storage

The aim is to allow HSE-RP to assess the level of radioactivity and classify
the material and waste at an early stage for proper storage/elimination.

HSE-RP presented to the LS2 day in September 2015 the forecast for
radioactive material and waste production during LS2. HSE-RP mentioned
that regular updates are required to allow the timely provision of storage
space.

The forecasts for the 1st exercise done in 2015 were collected by the RSOs,
compiled by HSE-RP for the radioactive waste and SMB-SC for the material
storage. They cover all machines and activities, not only LIU.

Are all LIU forecasts included? 

To be reminded that for radioactive waste, the following HSE-RP procedure shall be 
followed: « CERN’s Internal Acceptance Criteria for Radioactive Waste », EDMS 1364231. 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/436424/
https://edms.cern.ch/ui/file/1364231/1.8/CADRA_General_017-01D_eng.pdf


Forecasts for radioactive waste for LIU-PSB, LIU-PS 

Data extraction for the PSB and PS: 

- Are these items related to LIU-PSB, LIU-PS? 

- Are there missing items for LIU-PSB, LIU-PS?



Forecasts for radioactive material storage for LIU-PSB, 

LIU-PS

Data extraction for the PSB and PS :

- Are these items related to LIU-PSB, LIU-PS ? 

- Are there missing items for LIU-PSB, LIU-PS?



THANK YOU ! 


